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TOKYO: Mitsubishi Motors Corp President Tetsuro Aikawa listens to a reporter’s ques-
tion during a press conference in Tokyo yesterday. — AP

TOKYO: Japan sidestepped a recession after its
economy grew in the first quarter, preliminary
data showed yesterday, but efforts to cement
recovery in the world’s number three economy
were gaining little traction. Gross domestic
product expanded by 0.4 percent between
January and March-or 1.7 percent at an annual-
ized rate-after a contraction in the last three
months of 2015.

A consumer spending rebound helped drive
the better than expected figures, but the leap year
added another day of production-and spending-
to the economy’s performance.

The fresh data will do little to buoy hopes for
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s faltering growth
blitz. His bid to revive Japan’s once-soaring
economy, dubbed Abenomics, was shaken by a
bloodbath on equity markets at the start of the
year and a resurgent yen which has taken a bite
out of Japan Inc’s profits.

Local media have suggested Abe will delay
plans to raise Japan’s  consumption tax over con-
cerns it could damage the already fragile econo-
my. But the premier on Wednesday insisted his
growth plan was making headway, and that no
final decision has been made on the levy increase.

“I will make the appropriate decision at an

appropriate time,” he told reporters. A consump-
tion tax rise in 2014 — seen as key to helping pay
down Japan’s enormous national debt-was
blamed for ushering in a brief recession.

This week the government approved a 778
billion yen ($7.1 billion) extra budget in response
to April’s deadly earthquakes, which prompted
factory shutdowns in southern Japan.  “But even
if the government delays the tax hike, it still
needs to set a course for getting public finances
on a sound footing, which is not an easy job,”
said Yoko Takeda, chief economist at Mitsubishi
Research Institute.“The economy is in a tough sit-
uation with the strong yen hurting corporate
earnings, stalled wages and a lack of confidence
among consumers. There are going to be some
tough times ahead.”

Growth challenge 
Yesterday’s figures came days before Japan

hosts a meeting of the Group of Seven finance
chiefs, followed by a summit of their leaders next
week. The finance group-including US Treasury
Secretary Jack Lew and European Central Bank
President Mario Draghi-converge at a hot springs
town north of Tokyo, where two days of meetings
kick off tomorrow.

Topping the agenda will be how the group of
rich nations can help kickstart global growth, as
the host struggles to light a fire under its own
economy. Abe’s growth plan-big government
spending, central bank monetary easing and
reforms to the highly regulated economy-initially
appeared to bear fruit after he came to power in
late 2012 elections. The yen weakened sharply,
which boosted Japanese exporters’ profits and
sparked a huge stock market rally.

But sustained growth has been elusive and
Abe’s efforts to overhaul the economy have been
widely criticised as half-hearted.

Key to the plan is a massive monetary easing
campaign from the Bank of Japan aimed at drag-
ging Japan out of years of deflation-a spiral of
falling prices that held back growth.

In January the central bank shocked markets
with a negative interest rate policy designed to
boost lending to people and businesses. But the
move was widely criticized as a desperate bid to
prop up Tokyo’s faltering economic plan. The uptick
in demand for durable goods such as cars and
household appliances is good news, but the GDP
figures suggest the BoJ’s rate policy was having lit-
tle impact on the economy, said Shotaro Kugo, an
economist at Daiwa Institute of Research. — AFP

Japan sidesteps recession,

returns to growth in Q1
GDP expands 0.4% in Q1 after contraction in 2015

TOKYO: A Shinkansen bullet train goes past a construction site in Tokyo yesterday. Japan sidestepped a recession with modest
first-quarter growth, preliminary data showed, but the reading underscored how Tokyo’s drive for a firm recovery in the world’s
number three economy is not gaining traction. — AFP 

NEW YORK: The government’s new rules
requiring overtime pay for millions of workers
have small business owners facing some hard
choices. The regulations being issued by the
Labor Department yesterday would double to
$913 a week from $455 the threshold under
which salaried workers must be paid overtime.
In terms of annual pay, the threshold rises to
$47,476 from $23,660. The rules take effect
Dec 1. Many businesses like restaurants, retail-
ers, landscapers and moving companies will
have to transition staffers, many of whom are
low-level managers, to hourly pay and limit
the number of hours these employees work.
That can increase the workload for other
staffers, have everyone scrambling to get work
done in fewer hours and hurt morale. Some
owners say they’ll have to limit hiring, cut serv-
ices or other costs. Others are turning to tech-
nology to try to get work done in less time.
And some say they’ll give staffers a raise to get
them out of overtime territory.

Chad Brooks expects to switch managers at
his eight franchise restaurants to hourly pay,
and plans to send them home as soon as their
shifts are over. Other staffers at the Pittsburgh-
area Qdoba and Burger 21 franchises will have
to pitch in to handle their work. Brooks already
foresees problems, for example, if a customer
wants to complain to the manager.

“Guests will be extremely frustrated when
they ask, ‘where’s the manager,’ and a worker
says, ‘he’s not here,’” Brooks says.

Brooks has warned his managers that the
change is coming. They’re not happy because
they’ll work fewer hours and take home less
pay. And hourly pay in the restaurant business
is seen as entry-level compensation, not the
salary that managers get as they move up the
ladder. “Everyone coming to work for you
wants to be salaried, have that cachet, that
status,” Brooks says.

The new rules, which will be revised every

three years, aim to increase pay for an esti-
mated 4.2 million workers, including many
who work 45, 50 or more hours in a week
without extra pay.  Businesses have been on
notice about higher overtime costs since last
summer, when the government issued pro-
posed regulations. Companies are on the
hook not just for time and a-half, but also for
higher Social Security and Medicare taxes
employers must pay on all of a staffer’s com-
pensation. The rules don’t cover many
employees who are office workers, computer
programmers or professionals.

Small businesses lack the large revenue
streams and credit lines of bigger companies,
so they may struggle to afford the additional
overtime costs, particularly those already fac-
ing higher minimum wages or increased
health care costs. Some owners will decide
that it makes sense to give staffers whose pay
is close to the $47,476 threshold a raise rather
than face an uncertain overtime bill going for-
ward, says Jonathan Sigel, a labor attorney
with the law firm Mirick O’Connell in
Worcester, Massachusetts.

Money isn’t the only issue. Managers used to
staying at work until a task is done may feel
demoralized when forced to leave work unfin-
ished, says Midge Seltzer, president of Engage
PEO, a human resources provider based in
Hollywood, Florida. “Most of the workplace con-
sists of conscientious employees. It’s going to
be difficult for them to just throw their hands
up and say, ‘I’m done,’” she says.

Whether staffers will earn more or less under
the regulations depends on the hourly wage
each company sets. Many companies who
expect to pay more are already looking at their
budgets for other expenses that can be
reduced or eliminated. Ben Walker is cutting his
marketing budget to come up with the money
he’ll need for overtime for the four staffers at his
phone call transcription service. — AP
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businesses to make hard choices

SEOUL: After more than a decade of glob-
al dominance, South Korea’s shipbuilders
face an unprecedented crisis that threat-
ens the very survival of one of the flag-
ship industries of Asia’s fourth largest
economy. South Korea’s “Big Three” ship-
builders were once considered the holy
trinity of Korea Inc.-controlling nearly 70
percent of the global market after seeing
off their European and Japanese rivals in
the 1980s and 1990s.

Year after  year,  the shipyards of
Hyundai  Heavy Industr ies,  Daewoo
Marine and Shipbuilding, and Samsung
Heavy Industries churned out massive
cargo ships,  oi l  tankers and offshore
drillers for shipping firms and energy
giants around the world.

But a prolonged slump in oil prices and
the global economic slowdown sapped
demand for tankers and container ships,
while overcapacity, regional rivalry and
competition from cheaper Chinese ship-
builders squeezed profit margins. 

The three firms racked up a collective
loss of 8.5 trillion won ($7.4 billion) last
year, while outstanding orders among all
South Korean shipbuilders hit their lowest
level in 11 years in February. 

“Orders are drying up. We are faced
with an unimaginable situation at which
our dock may soon be empty,” Hyundai
Heavy chairman Choi Kil-Seon said in a
letter to employees in March. “Even banks
are so reluctant to lend to us. This is the
harsh, undeniable reality we are facing
today,” Choi said. 

‘Oversized and complacent’ 
Hyundai-the world’s top shipbuilder

by sales-has reported a net loss for two
straight years, totalling 5.0 trillion won.
It posted its first net profit for more than
two years in the first quarter of 2016, but
Choi said that was largely thanks to low-
er  raw mater ia l  pr ices  and a  weaker
Korean currency.

The company became “oversized and
complacent” during the boom years of the
2000s, he said, urging “bone-crushing
efforts” to compete against Chinese ship-
builders that won more than half of all new
global orders this year. 

“If we can’t compete against Chinese ...
our jobs will be eliminated,” he said. Yang
Jong-Seo, analyst at the Export-Import
Bank of Korea, said the next two years
would be the “worst years ever” for the
shipbuilders as they embark on a period of
painful, state-led restructuring.

In return for state aid and debt exten-
sions, Seoul’s financial regulators have
pressed for more asset sales, mass layoffs,
pay reductions and streamlined business
plans.  “I think the situation will hit the bot-
tom in the latter half of 2017 and revive in
2018. The key question is whether the ship-
builders can manage to stay alive until
then,” Yang told AFP. 

“If they end up falling apart, I’m afraid
the pillar of the global shipbuilding indus-
try will really shift to China,” he said.  

Storm to come 
The knock-on effect of any such collapse

would be enormous. The southern port of
Ulsan and Geoje island-home to the three
shipbuilders’ main docks-are the bedrock of
a regional economy that relies heavily on
the industry for tax revenues and consumer
spending by nearly 200,000 workers.

Hyundai shed more than 1,000 jobs at
its Ulsan shipyard in 2015 and is reportedly
planning to lay off around 3,000 workers
this year. Their suppliers that hire tens of
thousands of workers are being pushed to
the brink of collapse.  The situation is even
bleaker at the number two shipbuilder
Daewoo. The firm has failed to win a single

order so far in 2016, after suffering a record
net loss of 5.5 trillion won last year. 

Daewoo-partially owned by the state-
run Korea Development Bank-has pro-
posed laying off 3,000 workers by 2019 but
the government is demanding an even big-
ger job cut. 

“The whole city is a big community of
shipbuilding workers and their families.
And we are all feeling the pinch,” an official
at the Geoje city council said. More than
two thirds of the city’s 250,000 population
either work for Daewoo or Samsung or are
family members of those who do. — AFP

Crisis for S Korea shipbuilders as golden age fades

OKPO: A general view of the deck of an under-construction Maersk
triple-E class container ship at the Daewoo DSME shipyard in Okpo, 60
kms south of Busan. — AFP

TOKYO: Mitsubishi Motors Corp President Tetsuro
Aikawa said yesterday that he will step down to
take responsibility for the mileage cheating scandal
unfolding at the Japanese automaker.

Aikawa has denied personal involvement in
wrongdoing, but it is common for executives at
major Japanese companies to resign to show
remorse. His resignation is expected to become
final on June 24, upon shareholders’ approval. A
successor was not announced. But under a deal
with Nissan Motor Co, which is acquiring a 34 per-
cent stake in Mitsubishi, Nissan has been promised
a major role in leading Mitsubishi.

Mitsubishi reiterated as part of its latest findings
that top management had not ordered the mileage
scam, but employees had been under tremendous
pressure to get better mileage.

Mitsubishi also said it did not carefully inspect
much of the mileage-testing work that was
assigned to a subsidiary. Aikawa appeared with
Mitsubishi Chairman Osamu Masuko, who helped
engineer a deal with Japanese rival Nissan Motor

Co, to take the top stake in Mitsubishi for 237 billion
yen ($2.2 billion). Mitsubishi stock had plunged
more than 30 percent after the scandal. Nissan
found the faked mileage tests because of a discrep-
ancy with its own tests on Mitsubishi-manufactured
minicar models with tiny engines that had been
sold under the Nissan brand.

Mitsubishi says rigging goes back 25 years, and
may involve all models sold in Japan, including dis-
continued ones. It has denied any falsified data for
overseas models. Just a couple of hours before
Aikawa’s news conference, Japanese automaker
Suzuki Motor Corp apologized yesterday for
improper road tests, but denied reports it illegally
falsified mileage numbers.

Suzuki’s dubious tests did not affect models sold
abroad. The government had instructed all
automakers to check on mileage tests after the
Mitsubishi scandal surfaced. Suzuki shares fell in
Tokyo trading yesterday on Japanese media reports
the company might have cheated on mileage, but
recovered to close down 9 percent. — AP

Mitsubishi Motors president to quit over mileage scandal

Dutch cabinet hails 

stronger economy 

as elections near

AMSTERDAM: The Dutch economic recovery helped lower public
debt for the first time in almost a decade last year, the govern-
ment said yesterday, hailing the figures as a success of the conser-
vative government’s tight fiscal policy. With a parliamentary elec-
tion less than a year away, Prime Minister Mark Rutte’s office said it
had steered growth to a level not seen since the financial crisis
seven years ago, when a deep recession forced a wave of bank
bailouts that sent public sector debt soaring.

The budget deficit came in at 1.8 percent in 2015, the lowest
level since 2008, while total public debt declined for the first time
since 2006 to 65 percent of GDP.

Both figures were helped by unexpectedly strong domestic
growth of 2 percent that compensated for 4 billion euros less in
income from gas revenue. The upbeat figures are welcome news
for the government, which has seen voters flock to populist par-
ties of the left and the right as austerity bit into standards of living
in one of Europe’s richest countries.

“The annual report for 2015 shows the fruits of the tough
measures taken over previous years,” Finance Minister Jeroen
Dijsselbloem said in a statement to parliament.

His Labour Party, the junior coalition government partner, and
Rutte’s Liberals would lose more than half their seats in the 150-
member parliament, from 79 to 31, pollster Maurice de Hond said
on Sunday. The main beneficiary has been the right-wing
Freedom Party of anti-immigration leader Geert Wilders, which is
set to more than double the seats it holds to become the largest
party if polls translate into votes.

“The Dutch have not benefited from economic growth,”
Wilders said in a statement. “Billions have been spent on asylum
seekers, Brussels and Africa,” he added.

“The Netherlands is a great place for foreigners, but it makes
minced meat of its own people,” he said. “Fortunately elections are
coming.” Elections are scheduled for March 15, 2017. — Reuters 

DENVER: Ben Walker, owner of a company that transcribes phone calls for doctors,
lawyers and other professionals, poses for a photo at his office in Denver. Walker has
already shifted his salaried workers to hourly pay, knowing that his firm would be
affected by the new overtime regulations the US Labor Department is expected to
release in the next week. — AP 


